

Summary and detailed scorecards for each applicant are provided in realtime to
each registered financier. The scorecard comprises the mobile money and
banking data as well as manually input data or any combination therefore
depending on what the applicant was able to provide and the preferred criteria
of the financier.
Detailed scorecards will show the financier the criteria used by the system and
the weights attached to each variable. Financiers are able to also stress test the
scoring by adjusting some variables to determine the best case or worst case
scenarios as well as make informed risk and pricing decisions.
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SME FUNDING PLATFORM



Innovative Digital Finance Solution

What is the reason behind the initiative of the SME
Funding Platform?
The Lusaka Securities Exchange observed the difficulties
SMEs face in accessing cost-effective capital despite being a
conduit and a catalyst for sustainable development.
In addition, the process to list for funding on an exchange is
cumbersome thereby limiting the number of SMEs who are
willing and able to apply for funding. Faced with these and
other problems, the Escrow Group developed a robust
end-to-end capital raising platform that is built on tried and
tested solutions that are designed to fully automate the
capital raising called the GEM Portal.
THE GEM PORTAL
The GEM Portal is an innovative platform that brings together
enterprises in need of capital, and the financiers who are
looking for investment opportunities.
How Does it Function?
This technology driven solution enables prospective SMEs to
apply online for capital raising through equity financing and
debt financing by retail and institutional investors.
The interactive online portal comes complete with an in-built
comprehensive scoring and rating of each input by the
applicant, indicating to the applicant how well they are doing
and the prospects of their application. Applications that meet
a predefined minimum score will be exposed to investors and
other providers of capital.
The GEM portal provides SMEs with more diversified capital
raising options. Adequate and appropriate funding for SMEs
will enable the enterprises to resource their operations and to
attract the right human and technical skills and this provides
further impetus for continued growth.

The GEM Portal platform analyses and screens applicants
based on sophisticated algorithms that utilises data from
various sources such as bank and mobile money transactions.
Financiers are also able to register and set parameters of
investees of their choice. The Portal subsequently populates
an investee pipeline that matches each financiers preferences, all in real time.

SMEs will make online applications, as they complete the
application form, they will be scored and screened based on
their performance utilising advanced algorithms and credit
scoring models. Nominated advisors/Designated Advisors
and financiers will assess the applicants and will express their
interest to fund the applicant if they are satisfied.

SMEs applying for funding are given a choice to provide their
banking history data; mobile money transaction data,
manually input data or any combination thereof. Financiers
are also able to indicate what data source they prefer to rely
on for their funding decisions. The GEM Portal integrates to
partnering banks and mobile money operators to fetch the
relevant data used to calculate the applicant’s score and avail
it to financiers. The applicant is able to view their scores in
real time as they go through the application process which
they can enhance by provide as much information as they
can.

